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Abstract

When this is not the case, i.e. when the ontologies are not
accessible, not understood or several non-aligned ontologies
are used, direct reasoning about instance equality is difficult, if not impossible. We believe that this situation will be
common in many big data applications, where semantic annotations may be relatively simple. This is the problem we
address in this paper.
A similar problem arises in work on database interoperability (Nottleman and Straccia 2007; Berlin and Motro
2002; Do, Melnik, and Rahm 2003) and ontology matching (Albagli, Ben-Eliyahu-Zohary, and Shimony 2012; Mitra, Noy, and Jaiswal 2005). In both, integrating heterogeneous data drawn from different repositories with different
schemas is difficult simply because it is hard to establish that
an attribute in one schema is the same (or nearly the same)
as an attribute in another (Jaiswal, Miller, and Mitra 2010).
Linked open data (LOD) (Bizer 2009) has specifically addressed the issue of linking heterogeneous structured data
in RDF to enable interoperability. In order to add an RDF
dataset to a LOD collection, we represent the information
as RDF and then link its elements (classes, properties and
individuals) to known elements elsewhere in the collection.
Though the “LOD cloud” collection has grown significantly,
the total number of linked datasets is still relatively small
(about 300) (Bizer, Jentzsch, and Cyganiak 2011) and the
degree of interlinking often modest. Given the amount of
data both available online and not available online, this number indicates that most repositories are still not linked to significant LOD collections and it is likely that these repositories use custom schemas.

We describe an approach to reducing the computational
cost of identifying coreferent instances in heterogeneous semantic graphs where the underlying ontologies
may not be informative or even known. The problem
is similar to coreference resolution in unstructured text,
where a variety of linguistic clues and contextual information is used to infer entity types and predict coreference. Semantic graphs, whether in RDF or another
formalism, are semi-structured data with very different contextual clues and need different approaches to
identify potentially coreferent entities. When their ontologies are unknown, inaccessible or semantically trivial, coreference resolution is difficult. For such cases,
we can use supervised machine learning to map entity
attributes via dictionaries based on properties from an
appropriate background knowledge base to predict instance entity types, aiding coreference resolution. We
evaluated the approach in experiments on data from
Wikipedia, Freebase and Arnetminer and DBpedia as
the background knowledge base.

Introduction
Coreference resolution is the task of determining which instances in a collection represent the same real world enti-
ties. Without the use of filtering it is inherently an O n2
process, though various techniques can be used to reduce
this complexity (Mayfield et al. 2009; Sleeman and Finin
2010; Rao, McNamee, and Dredze 2010; Singh et al. 2011;
Uryupina et al. 2011). When ontologies are not known or
are not accessible, recognizing entity types can reduce the
computation required since the number of instance pairs
that must be checked is smaller. A closely related problem in information extraction is named entity recognition,
the process of recognizing entities and their type (e.g., a
person, location or organization) (Ratinov and Roth 2009;
Nadeau and Sekine 2007).
When doing coreference resolution over RDF data or
some other formalism, the entity types are usually explicitly
given in a familiar ontology and their properties understood,
enabling systems to reason about instance equality (Ferrara
et al. 2008; Seddiqui and Aono 2010; Araujo et al. 2011).

Related Work
Nikolov et al. (Nikolov, Uren, and Motta 2010) describe
the problem of mapping heterogeneous data as it relates
to coreference resolution, where often “existing repositories use their own schemas”. They discuss how this makes
coreference resolution difficult, since similarity evaluation
is harder to perform when attribute mappings are unclear.
They take advantage of linked data and knowledge of relationships between instances to support schema-level mappings. However, if a repository is not linked to an appropriate LOD collection, then this method is not feasible. We
address this issue of custom schemas and their impact on
coreference resolution by mapping attributes to a known set
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of attributes for various entity types.
Early work by Berlin et al. (Berlin and Motro 2002) addressed the problem of database mapping using machine
learning. Their Automatch system used machine learning to
build a classifier for schema-matching using domain experts
to map attributes to a common dictionary. The approach performed well, achieving performance exceeding 70% measured as the harmonic mean of the soundness and the completeness of the matching process. We build on this idea, using the dictionary mapping concept which we generate from
DBpedia through a process guided by information gain.
Work by (Reeve and Han 2005) provides a survey related
to semantic annotation, which is more closely related to our
work. They describe and benchmark methods designed for
unstructured text complemented with the output of information extraction tools to construct mappings. This differs
from our approach in that we start from the graphs themselves without the raw text and information extraction data
and metadata. This is a key distinction since using the graphs
alone is more limiting. The benchmark compared various
annotation tools using annotation recall and annotation precision, which we also will use to measure our entity typing
performance.
Recent research by Suchanek et al. (Suchanek, Abiteboul, and Senellart 2012) describe their approach, PARIS,
for aligning ontologies. This work uses string equality and
normalization measures and also takes the approach of only
using positive evidence. Again our goal was to be domainindependent, such that one could use a dataset to build the
dictionary of types they wish to recognize then apply our
mapping process to map to these dictionaries. We do not rely
on an outside knowledge base to do so, but rather use techniques more akin to traditional named entity recognition to
perform the task. This distinguishes our work from much of
the ontology mapping research.

by first generating a set of attribute dictionaries. For each
entity type person, location, organization we define a set
of attributes (p1 , p2 , ...pn ), (l1 , l2 , ...ln ), (o1 , o2 , ...on ) that
represent each type. We then use this information to determine if person(I1 )|location(I1 )|organization(I1 ) and
person(I2 )|location(I2 )|organization(I2 ). This information can inform the coreference resolution algorithm as to
whether evaluating I1 and I2 is necessary. Based on this
mapping and labeled instances, we train a classifier to recognize which mappings belong to which entity types and
then build a model that can be used to classify non-labeled
instances.

Methodology
Our method starts by building attribute dictionaries for each
entity type and then uses a set of label training data to map
the attributes of the instances to the attributes in the dictionaries. Using a set of mappers, we then score the mapping.
This in turn becomes the features used to build a supervised
model. We then perform the same mapping for unlabeled test
data and classify these instances using the supervised model.
The result of this process are that instances are classified as
a person, location or organization.
Our approach includes a way to map attributes from different domains to a common set for people, locations and
organizations. First using the DBpedia ontology (DBpedia
2013), we gather attributes appropriate for each type. We
then supplement this list with attributes from other common
ontologies. Currently we include attributes from the Friend
of a Friend ontology (Brickley and Miller 2010). Then using the 2011 DBpedia infobox dataset (DBpedia 2011), we
calculate information gain, a way to reduce entropy, for the
various attributes. Given a sample set S and attribute set A,
the output is used for weighting attributes.

Problem Definition

Gain(S, A) = Entropy(S)−

We address two problems in this work: how to recognize entity types without the context provided by surrounding text
and how to perform schema-level mapping when working
with heterogeneous data in the absence of information that
would be obtained from an information extractor. We constrain this problem by trying to specifically group instances
of type person, location and organization. While we do not
address how this affects the overall coreference resolution,
we can show reduced work when using entity type information as a pre-filter for instance matching evaluation.
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The concept of mapping to a common set of attributes is
similar to research that relates to database mapping and ontology alignment(Nottleman and Straccia 2007; Berlin and
Motro 2002; Mitra, Noy, and Jaiswal 2005; Albagli, BenEliyahu-Zohary, and Shimony 2012). A selection of this
work is discussed in more detail in Section . To map instance attributes to the common set we use a set of ’mappers’: the first mapper analyzes the label names by using a
Levenshtein (Levenshtein 1966) distance measure, the second uses WordNet(Miller 1995) to develop a better understanding of the labels and values and the third is a pattern
mapper that looks at the structure of the value for each attribute.
For example, an email address follows a common pattern
that can be recognized with a regular expression and used
to find other email addresses even if the property label does

Definition 0.1 Given a set of instances I, if a pair of instances is coreferent then, coref (I1 , I2 ). Given I1 has a set
of attributes (a1 , a2 , ...an ) where a ∈ A and I2 has a set of
attributes (b1 , b2 , ...bn ) and b ∈ B, then similarity(A, B)
is used to establish coreferent instances, where highly similar attributes sets would mean there is a higher likelihood of
coref (I1 , I2 ).
In order to reduce the number of instances that need to be
evaluated, we try to establish the semantic type(s) of each
instance. Since we do not know the meaning of a or b, we
try to map a and b to a common dictionary set. We do this
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Table 1: Example of Attributes with low Information Gain.

The second experiment, as seen in figure 2, measured the
effects of filtering on each type,using the Freebase dataset
to build the model and the Wikipedia and Infobox dataset to
test the model. In the case of the person entity type, we saw
our filtering had a minor negative impact for the Wikipedia
data set but in general, consistently we saw improvements
when using filtering on various tests.
In the third experiment, as seen in figure 3, we tested the
Arnetminer dataset against the model created by Freebase.
The Arnetminer dataset contains only people and is harder
to classify due to sparsity of the data. Often there is only an
email or a first and last name. As we reduced the size of the
model, the accuracy improved. We believe that this is simply
due to the fact that the larger the dataset the higher chance
of having more instances that are negative in common with
these spares instances and suggests that possibly we need
to consider additional mappers that consider the size of the
graphs.
We tested our datasets using alternative classification
techniques and found the SVM performed consistently well
in comparison with the other classifiers and hence this confirmed that the SVM was a good choice for this particular problem. We experimented with non-linear kernels and,
finding no improvement, used a linear kernel.
Our results compare favorably with those described in a
survey (Reeve and Han 2005) in which six semantic annotation approaches were compared on a benchmark. They used
an information extraction system to support their annotations and obtained F-measure scores ranging from 24.9% to
92.9%. Given this performance range and given that we are
not supported by information extraction tools, we consider
our results for this baseline approach to be encouraging.

Attribute
image
district
area
imagename
postcode

othername
name
province
lat
longitude

website
fullname
nickname
religion

not specify or suggest “email”. Each mapper outputs its own
measure, that measure is used as feature in the feature vector. This information is then used by the Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Joachims 2002) to classify the instance. The
classifier is used to predict the entity types of the test data.

Experimentation
With all experiments, we randomly selected a subset of instances with an equal distribution of persons, locations and
organizations except when working with the Arnetminer
dataset (Tang, Zhang, and Yao 2007; Tang et al. 2008),
which is a dataset about people. We tested using the Freebase (Bollacker et al. 2008) dataset using 2000 instances
with 403 features, the Wikipedia data (Auer et al. 2007) using 3000 instances with 403 features and the Arnetminer
dataset contains 4000 instances with 403 features however
all of the instances are 1 class. We used Weka (Hall et al.
2009) to run the experiments.
We use the standard precision and recall metrics for measuring performance:
P recision =
Recall =

T rueP ositive
T rueP ositive + F alseP ositive

(3)

T rueP ositive
T rueP ositive + F alseN egative

(4)

Conclusions
When heterogeneous data is in the form of a semantic graph
and the schemas cannot be used, by mapping attributes to
a common dictionary, entity typing can be performed for
heterogeneous graphs. By implementing this method as a
pre-filter to coreference resolution, the number of instances
that need to be evaluated for coreferent relationships is reduced to strictly the instances of the same type. This typing paired
 with other filtering techniques can help with the
O n2 complexity of coreference resolution.

The first experiment was over data from the Freebase
dataset and evaluated the general performance of the entity typing using ten-fold validation. With the second experiment, we examined the effects of filtering and how well the
entity typing performed using one dataset for training (Freebase) and the other (Wikipedia) for testing. For the third experiment, we used a harder to classify dataset, one which
has both sparse information related to the known attributes
and also contains a lot of noisy information that could not be
used. This dataset contains instances of people only but we
think offers a good way to see how our entity typing would
perform given noisy and sparse information.
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